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Men and women risk their lives to save ours. To be able to have/we
must fight. If it wasn't for those brave people, we would not be who we are
today.
We have freedom, because other people t.h-el'fwillingly risk their lives
for people they don't even know. If we were to lose the [evolutionary ~ar,
we would not have our country's freedom. We would also be ruled by a
monarchy. That is why we did stand up for ourselves)and we are we are
who we are today.
Freedom is important, because no one likes to be ruled. Just think
of how you would feel to be ruled. To possibly be mistreated and not have
the rights that we have now. The thought about that makes me hurt.
Everybody likes freedom-in their communities and in their lives. We all
like toys, electronics, and beds to sleep in. now just think of what we
would have if we didn't have freedom? That is why we must fight to give
others the same freedom, too.
Think of how lucky we are to be able to have freedom of speech,
freedom of religion, and lots of others. We must help others who are less
fortunate. Don't say to yourself "what can I do". Just do it! Yes, we do
need to help. No matter what other people say. Think of what God would
do.
These are just a few of the reasons why we should respect the men
and women who willingly risk their lives to save ours. We should also
respect our right of freedom, because not everyone has that right.
Freedom is important.
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The "Forgotten War", a war of loss and sorrow from what the Korean War

Veterans told me. The time they were in Korea, were the hardest times in their
lives. They had to fight to survive and watch their friend's parish right in front of
them. By the time they got home, their lives would never be the same.
They got to Korea by ship, they explained how beautiful the island was,
with the blue ocean, the green vegetation and the white sandy beaches. But
when they were dropped off, it was no more fun and games. They were put in the
battle field, risking their lives to just look over a ditch. They also explained how
they could hear the guns being fired at them, hear the bullets whistle by their ears
as they ran up hills.
The war wasn't even called a war at the time. It was called a "Police Act". It
seemed a little more than a police act when they had an army shooting at them.
Especially when they mentioned the "bigger weapons" the Koreans had against
them, such as tanks.
One of the hardest things for them to endure was the loss of their friends.
Friends that they cared for shot and killed right next to them. Thus they had to
keep moving or they could suffer the same fate as their lost comrade.
After their service time was done, about twelve months or so, they went on
a ship to sail home, watching the island disappear into the ocean as they headed
home. Their time in Korea was over, they could live their lives as they used to.
When they did get home, they said that they visited their families. Their
families graciously took then into their arms, happy for them to be alive. They
survived the Korean War, and lived their lives long enough to tell our school their
stories.

CLAY BAISDEN
2/14/11

THE KOREItN WAR (1950-1958 (ARMISTICE) WAS A
MIUTARY CONFUCT BETWEEN THE REPUBLIC OF KOREA,
SUPPORTED BY THE UNITED NATIONS, AND THE DEMOCRATIC
PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF KOREA, SUPPORTED BY THE PEOPLE'S
REPUBLIC OF CHINA (PRC), YlITH MIUTARYMAT£RIAL AID FROM
THE SOVIET UNION. THE WAR BE6AN ON 25 JUNE 1950 AND AN
ARMISTICE WAS SI6NED ON 27 JULY 1958. THE WAR WAS A
RESULT OF THE PHYSICAL DIVISION OF KOREA BY AN A6REEME.NT
OF THE VICTORIOUS ALLIES AT THE CONCLUSION OF THE PACIFIC
WAR AT THE END OF WORLD WAR II.
THE KOREAN PENINSULA WAS RULED BY JAPAN FROM 1910 UNTIL
THE END OF WORLD WAR II. FOLLOYlIN6 THE SURRENDER OF JAPAN
IN 1945, AMERICAN ADMINISTRATORS DIVIDED THE PENINSULA
ALON6 THE 88TH PARAI.I.EI.. YlITH UNITED STATES TROOPS
OCCUPYIN6 THE SOUTHERN PART AND SOVIET TROOPS OCCUPYIN6
THE NORTHERN PART.
THE FAILURE TO HOLD FREE ELECTIONS THROU6HOUT THE
KOREAN PENINSULA IN 1948 DEEPENED THE DIVIsiON BETWEEN
THE TWO SIDES, AND THE NORTH ESTABLISHED A COMMUNIST
60VERNMENT. THE 88TH PARALI.EI. INCREASIN6LY BECAME A
POLITICAL BORDER BETWEEN THE TWO KOREAS. ALTHOU6H
REUNIFICATION NE60TlATIONS CONTINUED IN THE MONTHS
PRECEDIN6 THE WAR, TENSION INTENSIFIED. CROss-BORDER
SKIRMISHES AND RAIDS AT THE 88TH PARALLEl. PERSISTED. THE
SITUATION ESCALATED INTO OPEN WARFARE YlHEN NORTH
ADED SOUTH KOREA ON 25 JUNE 1950. IT WAS
KOREAN FORCES
THE FIRST SI6NIFICANT ARMED CONFUCT OF THE COLD WAR.

oor

THE UNlTED NATIONS, PARTICULARLYTHE UNITED STATES, CAME
TO THE AID OF SOUTH KOREA IN REPEI.J.JNG THE INVASION. A
RAPID UN COUNTER-OFFENSI'V'E DROVE THE NORTH KOREANS PAST
THE SaTH PARAI.J.EI. AND ALMOST TO THE YALU RIV£R. AND THE
PEOPLE'S R£PUBUC OF CHINA (PRC) ENTERfID THE WAR ON THE
SIDE OF THE NORTH. THE CHINESE LAUNCHED A COUNTER
OFFENSIVE THAT PUSHED THE UNlTED NATIONS FORCES BACK
ACROSS THE SaTH PARAU.£I •• THE SOVIET UNION MATElUALLY
AIDED THE NORTH KOREAN AND CHINESE ARMIES. IN 1955, THE
WAR CEASED WITH AN ARMISTICE THAT RESTORED THE BORDER
BETWEEN THE KOREAS NEAR THE SaTH PARAI.LEL AND CREATED
THE KOREAN DEMIUTARlZED ZONE (DMZ), A 2.5-MlLE (4:.0 KM)
WIDE BUFFER ZONE BETWEEN THE TWO KOREAS' MINOR
OUTBREAKS OF FIGHTING CONTINUE TO THE PRESENT DAY.

WITH BOTH NORTH AND SOUTH KOREA SPONSORfID BY EXTERNAL
poWERs, THE KOREAN WAR WAS A PROXY WAR. FROM A MIUTARY
SCIENCE PERSPECTIVE, IT COMBINED STRATEGIES AND TACTICS OF
WORLD WAR I AND WORLD WAR II: IT BE6AN WITH A MOBILE
CAMPAIElN OF SWIFT INFANTRY ATTACKS FOLLOWED BY AIR
BOMaIN6 RAIDS, BUT BECAME A STATIC TRENCH WAR BY JULY

1951.
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Korean War Veterans Essay
"Freedom"

Ryan Banahan
2-25-10

Freedom isn't free. People have to persevere in hard times, some have to die, and some might
even have to stand up against their own government. If nobody did any of those things, we wouldn't
have any freedom. It would affect us in a lot of ways.
If no one persevered, what would this world be like? Without perseverance, this would be a
world without heroes, that's for sure. The Korean War Veterans who came to talk to us, told of their
perseverance. They had little food, drinks, and space to live and sleep at night. If anyone persevered, it
would be them. Perseverance is a quality of heroes, and this country would be nothing without it.
Freedom has a price. Because of either a sentence of death for someone's beliefs, or because of
a gunshot in war, people have died for our country. If you were brave enough to die for your country,
you would be a hero. Some Americans who fought in Afghanistan died in war. They will be
remembered, like most people who died for our country.
A long time ago in our country, we had to stand up against the rulers of Great Britain to gain our
freedom. The Revolutionary War and the Declaration of Independence were examples of standing up
against the ruling government and gaining our freedom from them. In other countries, people still go
against their own government, and it's a difficult situation, because the government has all of the
power. Unfortunately, many other countries in the world still don't have freedom today, and would
need to fight against their own government if they wanted to gain freedom. Right now in Egypt and in
other countries in the Middle East people was angry because they didn't have freedom. They are stood
up to their government to gain their freedom.
If no one persevered and fought for freedom in the past, this wouldn't be the United States of
America. It would just be the same as it was a long time ago. We fought for freedom, and we shouldn't
take it for granted. However, freedom still isn't free, and it probably never will be. Just ask those who
have paid the price.

A Price for Freedom
By Noelle Baxter

We as Americans are free. Free to have an opinion, to stand up for ourselves, and
to make an agreement as a nation through voting. Where do we get all this freedom? It
isn't free. The price is the lives that are lost fighting for our free nation.
The veterans that spoke to us never fully understood why they were called to
serve. They explained that they felt a sense of pride in fighting for freedom. That to me
shows a true American, an American wanting to stand up for freedom to make a great
nation. Americans are grateful for freedom, and we want to keep it that way.
There is a reason why our troops went to fight in Korea. To this day, North and
South Korea are still fighting over freedom. South Korea was being attacked. The
housing was destroyed; the people had no food or proper clothing; the city was horrid.
We did the most we could to help free South Korea from the communists in North Korea.
We help others when they are in trouble. It's one of the things we do as a people who
value freedom.
When other countries attack us because of our religion or ideology, we are going
to do our best to keep the freedom of our country. The price we pay for freedom is
bravery, death, and perseverance. Citizens of American don't realize we have freedom.
We pray for the people who serve for our protection and wish them luck, but we just
don't ~get it. People give their lives for us, and they are the true heroes.
War is the worst way to give your life, but sometimes it is unavoidable. This
hopefully gives you a better look at war and people who fight. Freedom is not free. We
are proud to believe in God. We are proud to be free and inspire others to be true
Americans.

Jonathan Beckner
2/23/11
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Freedom is not free

Freedom is not free, because we still have wars. Freedom is not
fighting. It's when there's peace and not war. The only way to have
total freedom is to stop all wars. If we never had wars, we would
have all the freedom we want. Because there is no freedom with
wars.
Wars are bad for our freedom because when we are fighting we
are not free. Freedom has to do with love not with guns. Why do
we have wars? Because bad people want more and more power.
Good people just want freedom. So that's why we have wars.
Freedom has to do with kindness, not with bombs. We must do
something about wars. The only way to stop wars is to call a truce
or surrender. But there are some wars somewhere in the world that
never end. So that's why we should stop wars.
Why did we even start wars? Because there are people that
want to gain control of the world. That's why we want total
freedom to do anything we want. Freedom is also about a great
person. So that's why we needfreedom.
When wars are on, we diminished freedom. Not everyone in the
world has freedom; that's why we need to help them. We must do
something to stop every war in the world.
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Daysan Chambers
How it affects my life
Freedom is not free; many lives have been lost for this word

freedom. There are many people still fighting for our freedom today. If
we didn't execute a treaty.J then we will still be in the war .
When I was listening to the veterans

spe~I

learned that we take

freedom for granted; that we should help them by donating money, food
and daily living supplies and not to exclude to take the time to listen to
their complex war stories.
How we should respect our freedom for our country? One
way is by helping the veterans build the war memorial.,4Second way is
we can also visit the grave site of others who have died for us. We
should make more people aware what veterans have done for our
freedom; send all veterans cards, to thank them for changing our lives
for the better.
How does this affect my life? I realized that I was blind before I
received the knowledge on the Korean War, because I never thought

about the Korean War until our school invited the veterans to converse
with us; so now that I'm more aware, I'm going to try to find more to
life than just sitting and listening to the wonderful stories; I'm going
inform my family and friends on how is wonderful word, freedom came
about. Maybe we all should show them the right respect they deserved.
We should make sure to honor those who have fought to
protect our freedom. So if you known anyone who has gone or still
active in the war just say 'Thank you for fighting for our freedom'.
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HOW the KWHn War Changed American Uves
The Korean War was a military contlict between the Republic of Korea, which was
supported by the United Nations, and the Democratic People's Republic of Korea. supported by
China, and military aid from the Soviet Union. The war began on June 25, 1950 and an armistice
was signed on July 27, 1953. The war was a result of the spilt of Korea from an agreement of the
victorious Allies at the conclusion of the Pacific War at the end of World War II. The Korean
War is often refelTe? to as nThe Forgotten War", because of its occurrence which was just after
World War II and just prior to the Vietnam War.

The major reason for the war was communism. There were over 3 million lives were lost.
However, the war prevented communism from entering the boundaries of South Korea. It also
marked the beginning of the infamous Cold War. The Korean War was the first direct conflict in
the Cold War between U.S. and communist forces.

The Korean War impacted America in many ways. The Korean War created more friction
between the United States, the Soviet Union and China. The war demonstrated the will ofthe
United States to do everything possible to prevent communism. The Korean War marked the
beginning of racial integration efforts in the U.S. military service, where African Americans
fought in integrated units. In 1948, President Truman signed Executive Order 9981, calling on
the armed forces to provide equal treatment and opportunity for black servicemen. The war cost
54,000 American lives and $67 billion in expenditures. The war caused Americans to reject the
Democratic Party in 1952 and to re-elect Eisenhower.

The Korean War created a fear in the United States that communism would spread. This
fear led to the United States becoming involved in the Vietnam War in later years to avoid
another North Korea.
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Korean War Essay
A country has to pay for freedom. The Korean War is a prime example.
The war has not yet ended. Korean War Veterans visited Saint Paul's to talk to
the students. Their experiences changed my opinion of war greatly. America
has a lot of freedom that North Korea does not have an opportunity for.
People there live in a communistic state - they are told what to do, and when
to do it. Does that seem right?
The Korean War was the first direct conflict in the Cold War. America
desperately tried to replace communism with a democracy, but to no avail.
The Soviet Union was basically in control of Korea. The country wanted to
spread communism to as may other countries as possible. The Korean War
was started not only to solve the conflict with the two Koreas, but to keep
America a democracy as well.
Think about America. We have a great life. Americans can vote, get an
education of their choice, and live where they want to. In our American
democracy, we have opinions and they are heard. North Korean people do not
have that luxury. They are told who to worship, and who their ruler and/or
dictator is. Could you live like that?
The Korean War Veterans visited schools in Lake County to talk about
their experiences. We all found their stories very fascinating. As it turns out,
war is nothing like a movie that you would see. It takes a lot of stamina and
will to go to war. "Most ofthe time," one veteran said, "we didn't know
where in Korea we were, or exactly why we were there." Back then the wars
were not published, so the veterans families did not know what they were
doing overseas. Most of the time the soldiers did not either.
In the Korean War many lives were lost, which proves the statement
that freedom comes with a price. North Korea even had their own horrible
death march. Although time opened new avenues of peace, the unification of
the Koreas remains an unlikely dream in the hearts of many. We have not
won the Korean War, but we have not lost either.

Jacob Dowell
2-24-11
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Freedom Isn't Free

People have fought for us, and they still do, just so we can have freedom. Yet, do we
really have freedom? I'm going to explain my interpretation of freedom, because it may
be different than yours. I am also going to talk about some amazing deeds done by
veterans ofthe Korean War.
I think freedom is having the ability to do what you want, as long as it's reasonable,
when you want, without anybody criticizing you. I believe freedom is walking free with
each other without being insulted or hurt. In America we have many rights, but rights
aren't freedom. There has never been a day on this earth when people didn't insult each
other or argue with each other. Other countries try and sometimes succeed in controlling
what we do for them. Yet, they never return the favor. If America was really free, none of
these things would happen. This country has never once been free in the 230 years it's
existed.

t

The rights we have earned are plentiful though. W ~vl earned freedom of speech, and
freedom of religion. We have also earned the rightfanYh~use we want anywhere. We also
have the right to choose what occupation we want. And we also have earned the right to
be equal no matter what race or gender we are, no matter what looks we have, no matter
how smart we are. And yet, with all these rights and freedoms, I ask you, do we really
treat each other equally? Do people really let us have any job we want regardless of what
we're like, whether we're Christian or not, Mexican, African American, or any other
race? Can people really speak their opinion without being criticized or beaten? If you saw
a poor man on the street in need of food, water, clothes, a home, and money, would you
lend him a hand? Could all of the people in this country walk hand in hand with each
other without insulting, criticizing, fighting, arguing, or beating each other and instead,
show each other kindness and compassion for a day? Sadly, the true answer from most
people in this country, ladies and gentlemen, would be no. Martin Luther King Jr. had a
dream that we could, and so do I.
Many great men and women have fought for our country, including the Korean
veterans that talked to us. They w&d are great people that have done this and still do
this today. The Korean War veterans left their towns to go to war in their ~twenties, a
young age to serve. They fought and fought with all their might so our country could be
free, and so did others. People are now fighting in Iraq, just like the soldiers didr\vWI,
WWII, The Vietnam War, The Korean War, and many other wars. And all those people
fought and do fight for one reason-freedom. Whether it's our freedom or another
country's freedom, that's why they fought. And it kills me to know that people died and
were injured and still risk their lives for that purpose, and yet, nobody has freedom. But,
their efforts do affect our daily lives. Some people do listen to these rights and respect
others' opinions and religions, and some people do treat each other equally no matter
how or who they are. And even though people disrespect these rights, they still worked
hard for us and earned them.

I have given you my interpretation of freedom. I have told you the rights we have and
how we misuse them. I also told you about the people that have worked tirelessly for our
freedom, when yet we don't have it. I hope when people read this essay, they respect
each other and each other's rights. And that's all we can do for now. We can pray, and
we can hope.

Preecfom is not Pree
Pau{ qrayford
2/24/11
The Korean War was a very sad time for our country and Korea. As we all know
freedom is not free. We had to fight for our freedom. If we didn't fight, we
probably wouldn't be here and we wouldn't be free.
We did not win the Korean War, but we fought until we were free. We didn't
go in to end the war just help the South Koreans. When we were done helping,
we left. We helped a lot though, and the Americans were free and safe.
We Americans were free because of the Revolutionary War against England.
After that we were our own country. If we lost this war with England, We still
would be under their command. We would never be free if it was not for our
courage.
All the soldiers that helped fight for our freedom should be rewarded for it,
and those who didn't make it back should be remembered. Over 38,000,000
police (fighters for the U.S.) were killed fighting for us to be free. That is a lot of
people to die for our country. They paid with their blood for the freedom we
share.
Freedom is not free. I wish one day the world would be at peace and no war or
battle would ever break out. I wish that no more people would die trying to save
our country. I thank those who died for my sake to be here, and I pray for their
souls. May God be with them always up in heaven.

'The l£nd

Why Forgotten? The Korean War
An Essay by: Jessica Heroux
Saint Pauls Cathiolic School

How can a war be "forgotten"? This question kept haunting me
following the presentation by the Korean War Veterans of Lake County.
How can a war not be a war when soldiers fight for a country's freedom?
How can people in our country not know a war was going on? Why was the
Korean war so different? Was it important? How could any war not be
important. I wanted to know.
In my notes I circled information I had, such as; police action,
Russian tanks, drafted not knowing why, China was going to attack, many
soldiers died, freezing mud and snow, -200, didn't defeat the enemy,
communism is not freedom, families and houses a mess, so many pieces of
information about a war I did not know. A war that must have been important
for the United States to send soldiers. I needed to know more.
On the KWVA website I found my answers. In the information section
I read about why we went to war. I read the North Koreans and the Russian
Army invaded the South Koreans and wanted to make the whole country
communist. We had an agreement with Russia that each section would
remain divided and they broke the agreement. The United States sent troops
to stop them and we had help from our allies to hold them off. I also read the
United States almost went to war with China, but we were able to negotiate a
treaty to put everything back to normal. All this was in three years. but many
soldiers died. Today South Korea is strong and beautiful because the United
States came to help keep their freedom.
I know now that the Korean War was ~ important. I am very proud
as an American that we helped keep South Korea free. This war, and the
soldiers who served and died should never be forgotten.
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The Truth About Freedom

The veterans had risked their lives for the safety of our country. Yet others are
selfish, ungrateful, and do not respect the Veterans. The veterans were very
persistent and refused to give up. The veterans)work has earned them
prestige. Thousands of soldiers died while serving their country. While the
veterans were fighting for our country in hazardous weather, what were we
doing? We were relaxing and having fun.
Freedom is not free but we do have just laws and rights as Americans. We
have the freedom of speech and the freedom of religion. We also have a
governmentjand we are not controlled by other countries. The veterans have
maintained our countryS freedom which allows us to have much more freedom
than other countries. The veterans did not speak what they felt; they showed it
by having pride for their country.
While the Korean veterans gave their stories, I learned about the DMZ which
divides Korea into a north and a south. I also learned that the veterans had
eighteen weeks in training. (one thousand thirty nine days) They also
informed me on the prisoners who were rioting because they didn't want to go
back to their homes in China and Korea. Even nuns and ministers were in their
prison. The veterans encountered so much pain and agony that they will live
with for the rest of their lives.
Another frightening fact is that the veterans have seen their friends die.
While one of the veterans gave their tragic story, he mentioned that he had
only three of his men left against eighty-one, and he surprisingly survived.
The veterans stories should inspire others to do something useful for others.
Being a veteran must have been hard to train in that short amount of time, and
actually survive. It must have also been hard to leave their families at any time
to go out and risk their lives for selfish people who don't care about veterans.
I believe veterans should be honored for their sacrifices and bravery. I am
grateful for the useful information I learned while they were visiting our
school. I am also appreciative for the freedom they have gained our country. I
believe that the veterans are not free of the terrifying images from fighting in
war. I am thankful for the veterans.

"The Forgotten War"
By: Aliya Landi

The Korean War has changed our country in so many ways, especially the way we
live today. Our school had the pleasure to attend a gathering with four Korean War
Veterans, and listen to their stories from when they served in the war. As I was
listening, I felt that I was learning more and more about the seriousness of the war. In
the remainder of my essay, I'm going to state what I learned from the gentlemen who
gave their time to us. The preparation for the Korean War was much like any other war,
but what everyone didn't know, was that this was would be like no other. One story
that I found very interesting was Mr. Tom. As he told us, he received a letter in the mail
on Thanksgiving, at age 19, saying that he was going to be drafted into the Korean War.
He took basic training in Kentucky, and then and there, it finally came to him that he
was being drafted. After he completed basics he traveled to California, where he soon
took a ship to Japan, which then took him to his final destination, Korea. While Tom
was in the war, he had lost two squads, which were killed in action, most of the soldiers
in the squad, were very close to him. He explained to us how he never quite knew
where he was and most of the time; he didn't really know what was going on. Tom
described the mud, snow, and summer uniforms they were given to wear in -20 degree
weather. Many got frostbite, or sometimes even worse, they were frozen to death.
Soon, Tom went to Japan, one month later, he traversed to his home. In totat he
had spent 21 months in service. When he arrived home, people were in their normal
cycle of life, which consisted of working, and tending to their families. Mostly everyone
did not even know there was a war going on. As soon as Tom got home, he too
continued in his cycle of life. He went back to school, and reunited with his family and
friends. As Tom said, it wasn't viewed as a war won. Tom also says, "Communism does
not mean freedom."
Tom's speech of his time in the Korean War told me a lot about what happened. It
told me that no matter how strong you are, it's always nerve-wracking to enter a war. I
believe that if we didn't have this war, our lives would be very different today. I have
much respect for everyone who fought in not only the Korean War, but in every war,
because they have served our country well, and kept each and everyone of us safe from
disaster.
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Korean War Essay

The Korean War took a major hit on our country. We lost 58,000 lives and 67 billion
dollars were spent on the war. I feel like this war saved our rights as Americans and
saved us from a lot of chaos. We stopped the move of Japan and China around the world
and we saved the Koreans of the South from communist rule. I can see how this changed
the view other countries had about us. In a good way, of course!
We saved Korea, and probably a whole lot of other ones, too. If we had lost that war
and Japan and China had settled there, that could have been a branch or Headquarters for
them to capture close countries to Korea. Then they could have used them as a refuge,
struck again, and eventually we would be the last free country left with no allies to fight
the whole world.
Our country would've been tossed into chaos, from North to South to East and West
and been in a terrible situation. But, because we created a split in Korea, a North and
South, we calmly called a cease fire with them. We now have a Demilitarized Zone, or
DMZ, where there is no fighting, but it is heavily guarded.
Some people say we lost that war, because we could not make Korea a free country.
When people say that, they should realize how grateful they are that 58,000 people died
for Korea, all those people, and our country. The Korean War is no different from any
other war. There was fighting and bombs and roadside claymores, but people called it a
police conflict, which I totally disagree with. There is no possible way 58,000 people can
die and all of them "police" officers.
The KWVA helped me understand this war a lot more because quite frankly, I never
really knew anything about it. It was just another one of those ''wars'' that I knew of but
didn't really know the details and research until now. I now accept wholeheartedly what
this war did for all those innocent people in Korea. It saved them from years and years of
torture and dictatorship. Instead, now they are like our little brother, where we care for
them and keep troops there even today in case anything should happen. In case we ever
get into trouble with any other countries, Korea would be one of the first countries to
respond with no doubt about it. Along with all the other allies we have, Korea is one of
our most important ones. Even though they don't have the biggest military, they help us
control Eastern Asia and make sure things don't get out of hand with all the other
communist countries. I am so grateful and thankful that the four Korean veterans could
come and speak to us about the Korean War first-hand about their adventures. It was very
scary for all of them, trying to stay alive and missing their families. But they all did it out
oflove and care for our country. They also explained how the war unfolded and how we
counter-acted the Chinese and Japanese rule. You can't get that kind of information from
websites or machines because it's a lot easier to comprehend and listen to someone talk
about it. They spoke about how the US had a draft and people were drafted to serve in
Korea.

My dad was drafted to go to Vietnam on his nineteenth birthday; in fact his dmft
number was nineteen, way to close to the front. But, they wouldn't let him go because of
medical reasons. Now, when our country goes to war we have a volunteer military and
not dmfted.
I feel very blessed that the veterans came to talk to us during Catholic schools week
because it was a real eye opener for me. I am thankful to all the people who are serving
in our current war, all the past wars, and I thank the KWVA for sending such wonderful
people to share their past and our history with our schooL
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The Korean war
The Korean war began on June 25, 1950. The
war causes the division of Korea. The division is called
th
the 38 parallel between the borders of Korea. There is a
fence called the demilitarized zone that sprite north and
South Korea. The Korean War wasn't called the war it
was called the police war. There is an armistice signed in
July 27, 1953. There are approximately 700,000 men.
Korea is the best country in the world. The word
communist means movement that aims for a classless
and stateless society structured upon common
ownership. Most people lost their love ones in the war
when they came back. The way the war affected America
is people visit their hometown and tried to find their
family. 1 pray to god to help both north and South Korea.
The culture today in Korea is historically and it is more
than 5000 years old and it is considered one of the
world's oldest.

L.A.
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Korean War Veterans
The Korean War started on June 25th, 1950 and ended on July 27th, 1953.

The Korean War was fought between North Korea along with the Chinese about
halfway through the war, and the United Nations with South Korea. It was a fight
against communism. Over 3 million people died in the Korean War. The war led
to nothing. All it did was prevented communism from spreading into South Korea.
No other gains were made, only many casualty losses. The Korean War has
become almost forgotten, sometimes called The Forgotten War. This is because it
occurred right after World War II and right before the Vietnam War. The Korean
War often gets overlooked. 16 Nations sent forces to fight in the Korean War. It
was practically a World War all on its own involving so many nations. The Korean
War marks the beginning of the Cold War. The Peace Talks lasted 2 years and 17
days. 575 meetings had to take place before an agreement was made. That
agreement kept the dividing line at the 38th parallel. United States forces started
integration during the Korean War, due to much needed support. Black and
Whites worked together for the first time. Many soldiers experienced frostbite
during the subzero temperatures during winter. One of the first jets, the F-86
Saber, was used during the Korean War. MASH which is a Mobile Army Surgical
Hospitals began being used during the Korean War. The MASH units saved
thousands of lives. Once a soldier got to a MASH unit he had a 97% chance of
survival. Even before the war against Germany and Japan drew to a close in 1945,
the United States and the Soviet Union assumed competing roles in shaping the
postwar world. As the two undisputed victorious powers, they influenced the
course of every political problem emerging from the debris of war. Unfortunately,
hostility between the two powers increased at the same time and threatened the
outbreak of another war, which after 1949 risked the use of atomic weapons. It
was hard for the war veterans to talk about it because it was such a serious time.
Then the war ended on July 2ih, 1953.

Anastasia Mullinax
Feb. 24,2011
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How Freedom is FREE!!!!!!!!!!

Wars may be rough, sad, or sometimes even happy (if you
win). But they protect our freedom. I personally think wars are not so
nice. I have seen people who have lost loved ones in the war. We all
need to keep our hopes high and pray that we may be able to make
peace with no more wars for our country.
..,.1It

Freedom is what gives"the rights as U.S. citizens. We have
freedom of religion, where we are allowed to be whatever faith we
want to be; Jewish, Islamic, ~atholic, and much more. Freedom of
speech; we are able to say whatever we want without going to jail or
getting in trouble. There's also the freedom to bear arms, where we
are able to keep weapons with us for protection.
Freedom is something we need to cherish. Our soldiers have
fought and even lost their lives for us and our country! You may have
lost a love one in a war but they did it for you and our country. Don't
ever regret our freedom as U.s citizens! Don't take freedom for
granted either because that's not what freedom is. Come on now
stand up and say "I LOVE FREEDOM!!" It helps to remind us of
their sacrifice.
Freedom is not slavery--YOU make the decisions! You have a
choice and you can do it. Just think of how our country would be
without freedom. In my mind we would all be miserable and sad.
Would you like to be like that? I don't think so! So make sure you
appreciate all the freedoms you have and pray.
Those are the reasons why Freedom is FREE and why we
should pray and thank God and our brave soldiers for our
REEDOM!!! Thank you LORD!!!

Remembered Heroes
Although many people have heard the term, "Korean War", many
people do not know much about it. In fact, many people do not know
how it has secured their lives. As an American citizen, I strongly
support the idea of fellow citizens learning about it, especially young
people, like you and me. And to tell you the truth, while this war was
going on; many people did not even realize it!
Like any war, the Korean War was very unpleasant. It began in
1950, and fell on Thanksgiving week. None of the soldiers at that time
were expecting it to be very bad. But it was at times very depressing.
The soldiers did everything they could to defeat the North Koreans,
but they had no success.
Our soldiers did not win this war, but they surely did try. They used
aircraft (thank God for that), but got shot at by other aircraft. And
sadly, many soldiers died.
I myself am very thankful to our courageous veterans. My
grandfather was a Korean War veteran, which I do respect. And even
today, he still reminds me of it by his stories. I am very proud of him.
I feel that America is the place to live. But freedom is not free. Not
unless we fight for it. If you ever see a Korean War veteran, or any
veteran, tell him/her that they did a good job, God Bless them, and
say thank you!

Freedom is not free
By: Marjorie Netwal

Freedom is not free, and America knows it. Many Americans have
fought or are still fighting in wars. These people have paid with their
lives so we could become and remain the free country we know today.
You know about the Revolutionary War, Civil War, WWI, WWII, and
the current war in Iraq and Afghanistan. Another war, that you probably
don't know much about, is the called the Korean War and how your
rights were affected.
Why and where did we have wars? We have wars to fight for our
rights as Americans. The Revolutionary War was to fight for our
freedom from England, whereas the Civil War was the fight for the
freedom of the slaves in the south and uniting the nation as one. The
World Wars were for aiding other countries already in the war, and
keeping dictators and tyranny from spreading to other countries. The
World Wars were fought overseas, and the Revolutionary and Civil
Wars were fought on American soil.
The war called the Korean War is also called the Forgotten War. It
was fought on foreign soil in North and South Korea. In the beginning
of the war, soldiers were drafted to come to the army to fight for their
country. In the beginning of a soldier's journey was the I8~week basic
training. The freedom we have today would never have been ours if we
hadn't supported our troops in the Korean War or any other war.
When the Korean War veterans came and talked at our school,
they told us about the bad conditions of the people, and the special things
that happened to them. The Korean people were in bad condition; they
had no food; their shelter was bad, and they were miserable. One
Christmas during the Korean War, the Chinese people sent some
American soldiers Christmas cards. Of course, it was propaganda. Even
in the war, when they could, soldiers went to church.
Now you know some facts about the Korean War, and you are
remembering the brave men and women who fought. In addition to
remembering those Americans I ask you to think about the Americans
still fighting and keep them in your prayers. Also remember the price we
paid in the Korean and other wars. I hope that by now you know that
freedom is not free. Maybe now we can appreciate that a little more.

-

"Tllit

The Korean War was the first armed confrontation of the Cold
War and set the standard for many later conflicts. It created the idea of a
limited war, where the two superpowers would fight in another country,
making the people in that nation suffer the bulk of the destruction and death
involved in a war between such large nations. The superpowers avoided
descending into an all-out war with one another, as well as the mutual use
of nuclear weapons. It also expanded the Cold War, which to that point had
mostly been concerned with Europe. The war led to a strengthening of
alliances in the Western bloc and the splitting of Communist China from the
Soviet bloc.

The war also changed America's view of the Third World, most
notably in Indochina. Before 1950, the Americans had been very critical of
French endeavors to reestablish its presence there against local
resistance; after Korea, they began to heavily support the French against
the Viet Minh and other nationalist-communist local parties, paying for up to
80% of the French military budget in Vietnam.
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North Korea
West of Japan there is a place where there is no respect for human
rights. Where there is fear, limitations, poverty, and starvation. There is
people always around you, always watching you. A place where the youth is
taught to hate America and hopes one day to destroy us. This place is called
North Korea.
In 2003 the noble prize winner Richard E. Smalley identified
war as the sixth greatest problem of mankind. In the twentieth century many
wars took place including World War I and II, the Vietnam war, and one that
most people don't even recognize. Even with all the bloodshed, deaths, and
prisoners of war it is only known as the Korean Conflict.
The war started in 1950 because in World War II the Soviets and the
Americans split up Korea causing North Korea to become communist.
North Korea wanted to become one nation with South Korea again. North
Korea attacked South Korea on July 15, 1950 starting the war. American
President Harry Truman intervened and entered America into the war
because ofthe fear of spreading communism. Even though we are no longer
fighting, the war was never ended. There was a very long cease fire that
extends to this very day.
Most of the time we take our freedom for granted. In North Korea
they have no freedom. Everything is controlled by the government Their
whole life is chosen by the "great leader," Kim-Jong II. If President Obama
makes a bad decision Americans can broadcast their minds to the nation. In
North Korea you and your whole family would get sent to a concentration
camp if you told something bad about the "great leader" to anyone.
Because we helped the South Koreans keep their freedom the North
Koreans absolutely despise us. North Korea wants a unified Korea, but with
them in control. We stopped them from achieving that goal. They teach their
young violent nursery rhymes with verses like "We will throw those
pathetic Americans to the ground."
Now in the U.S we use procedures and devices like the "naked
images scanners" at many airport to protect us from countries like North

Korea. We also live in fear because North Korea has gained accesses to
nuclear weapons that are pointed right at us. Between North and South
Korea is the DMZ (De-militarized Zone) which is the division between the
two countries. Former President Clinton describes the DMZ as "the scariest
place on Earth."
At many points along the DMZ are about 2 million soldiers including
Americans fiercely watching to make sure no one crosses. If the North
Korean forces were to cross, the United States would automatically go into
war. Many efforts are made to keep the peace at the border. They are trying
to keep the Koreans safe at all costs.
We are in constant fear that the North Koreans will unleash their
nuclear and chemical weapons against us. It is believed that North Korea
has 5,000 tons of this chemical arsenal. The war is not over, the danger is
real.
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Korean War Essay
The Korean War has affected my rights and freedom as an American
because we are still under the threat of Communism. The reason Americans
aided South Korea was to try and stop the growth of Communism, but this
objective was never truly accomplished. At the end of the war, there was a
truce. However, the United States did not defeat our enemy. Communism is
still a problem in the world and will be until we truly stop it. Another way
that the Korean War has affected my rights and freedom as an American is
that North Korea is still trying to gain control over South Korea. They are
threatening us and other countries within East Asia with nuclear weapons.
This conflict has never stopped over the past 45 years.
The Korean War veterans have explained this war to our class by
telling their stories and sharing their experiences. By listening to first-hand
real life hero's discuss this war, new details of this conflict were brought to
life that cannot be read out of a book. These heart-felt stories the veterans
enlightened us with were told with feeling while describing the struggles
they felt during that point in their life. This war is known as 'The Forgotten
War' , but this war will never be forgotten because we were able to listen to
real life war veterans about what really happened to them during their time
in service. In addition, war memorials dedicated to the veterans of the
Korean War have been erected at the National Mall in Washington DC and

in local communities around the country. We will always remember but
never forget what these men and women sacrificed to protect our rights and
freedoms as Americans.

r
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Korean War Essay

Four Korean War veterans came and talked to me and the rest of middle school
about the war. It is called the forgotten war ,but it wasn't actually called a war even
though it was a civil war. It never really ended their was only a temporary truce between
the communist North Korea and the republic South Korea. It is still going on and the war
actually impacted the U.S. in a way.
During WWII Korea split because China took control of North Korea and we
helped South Korea stay noncommunist. Ifthe North won they would easily be able to
attack us since South Korea was so close to us. South Korea was fighting for the same
thing we have fought for which is freedom, liberty, and for our republic. I have learned a
lot from our Korean War veterans.
If North Korea won we might have become communist. I knew almost nothing
about the Korean War before February. Thanks to those kind gentlemen I learned a lot.
They answered all of my questions nicely, gave my their phone number and website
address, and they have gone through so much to be with us in February. That so called not
a war was horrible and hasn't even stopped.
I feel Blessed to have you talk to us about the Korean War. By the next generation
most veterans will be gone and so will their stories. I personally thank you for talking
with us. Thank you for all of that information that is much better received in person then
just from the internet. Thank you Korean War veterans and may God bless you.

The Korean War
By Christina Sanchez
7th Grade
War in the 1950's was unheard of. Totally uncalled for. When the Titanic sank in
1912, it caused terror around the world because they thought that the improvement of
science helped them create unsinkable boats. After the sinking of the Titanic, things
changed. Patents came about so everyone was free to invent things with out someone
taking their idea. The first inventions helped the world advance. For example, the light
bulb lead to electricity. Then the invention of the camera influenced arts. Next the
telephone was invented, which evolved to wireless communication throughout the world.
Around 5 years later the first car was invented, which encouraged the invention of other
forms oftransportation such as airplanes. As you can see these inventions were major
advancements to the world. All the people were excited to see what would be invented
next. To top it all off medicine was improved and the theory of germ disease was
introduced, which lead to sterile surgeries. Studies show that the improvement of
medicine doubled the European life-span than it was in the Middle Ages. All of these
new advancements and improvements lead to the thinking that the world could be orderly
and destructive at the same time. So as you can see these new inventions distracted them
from the coming of the different wars which took place during the 20th century.
The Korean War began in the 1950's, but many of the average Americans did not
know what to expect because it was simply called a "conflict". The invention of cameras
and mass media helped them understand how serious the war was. Today it is a choice if
you want to enter the war, but when the Korean War started, South Korea needed all the
help they could get, so if you were drafted you did not have a choice but to go. North
Korea is very strong because it is ruled by communists. They had Russian tanks and the
Soviet Union on their side. South Korea was weak so the United States joined their side.
The United States were running out of people to send to South Korea so they started to
draft men over the age of 18. The United States didn't get all the advancements so the
people that were drafted never rode a bus, train, plane, or even a ship. This was all a new
concept for them.
One day a person would be there then gone. No one knew they were drafted
because of their lack of technology. When the soldiers finally came back from the war, if
they even made it back, everybody asked where they were because the news of the
Korean War still had not made it the public yet. No one that was drafted knew what they
were doing. They were sent into training for 18 weeks then shipped off to the war.
25,000 were killed, and 58,000 were wounded in the war.
When the war ended in 1953, some people were relieved and some were scared.
All ofthe wars from the 1900's to the 2000's were very harsh on different countries. We
have to learn to appreciate all those men and women that died for our freedom. Most of
the people were drafted and didn't even want to go to the war. There were many that
made it too that we have to thank and honor what they did for our freedom. These wars
changed our country to where it is now, politically and economically. There isn't

anything we could do to that could even touch what those soldiers have been through. We
have to look at what we have now and appreciate it. But especially appreciate how good
our lives are just because of what the soldiers did to protect us, to be free. Thank you to
all the veterans that served in all the wars, and for our loved ones who passed away for
our freedom. May they be sitting next to God watching over us, knowing that they played
a big part in our society today. But remember that freedom is not free. It comes at a great
price which is many lives of soldiers.
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Korean War Veterans Essay
Ashley N .R. Serieux
St. Paul's Catholic School

Please note that the last page is not part of the essay itself.

Korean War Veterans 2

Many years ago, bmve soldiers boarded ships headed to Japan, and then went on to
Korea. They often left just after high school or college, sometimes even before, to fight for our
country, to fight for our freedom. They fought against enemy soldiers, Soviet tanks, and many
more dangerous things. They fought for the protection of others and represented our country
greatly. Some even died out there on the battlefield for us. What more can we ask of our
soldiers?
On June 25, 1950, the war commenced. Roughly, 5,720,000 of our soldiers headed off to
Korea to fight for them in the war. Many of them died to fight for others, and they have changed
not only our lives, but everyone else's. Fighting in this war has protected many people, and that
fact alone allows them to be deserving of our gratitude. They've changed my life by serving in
this war, by showing me that they have immense coumge. even though most of them were
dmfted. They've shown me that with courage, many things are possible.
These men have all showed their appreciation for our country (and other people!) by
giving a tremendous effort to protect others and fight in this war. They fought in land that was in
ruins by the war, but they still remained strong. Some of them even witnessed some of their close
friends die, but still, remained strong. This has inspired me to become stronger as a person
myself. It has changed me. It has made me start to notice how amazing these men really are.
These men have changed me by making me feel even better about my country. They have
all shown us how strong of a military/army that America has. They've also inspired me, and
many others, to become much more patriotic and faithful to my country. They have been through
so much in their war effort, and for this, I thank them. All of them. They have given a new name
to strength and bmvery.
Lastly, I'd like to end by saying how influential these men are. Along with the many
other war veterans, they have helped to truly form our country. Not physically, but by forming a
great sense of patriotism and instilling it into the hearts and minds of us all. They have made our
country's reputation improve, along with many other soldiers. They should all be shown
gratitude, dead or alive, for the love and loyalty they have shown for our country. Thank you to
all of the Korean War veterans in Lake County and abroad for their awesome effort, and God
bless you all.

On July 27, 1953, the war finally ended, but the legacy of these strong men still live up to
this day.
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F acts That I Just Had to Put on Here*

Began: June 25, 1950

Ended: July 27, 1953

Nickname: "The Forgotten War"

Number of American Soldiers Who Fought in this War: about 5,720,000

Number of American Soldiers Killed in Action (K.I.A.): about 36,574

Casualties from Non-Hostile Causes: about 3,275

Number of Korean War Veterans Living in Lake County: about 30,000

Amount of Veterans Appreciated for Their Effort in This War: All of Them ©

Thanks again to all o/the brave men wh%ught in the Korean War. God bless each and every
one o/you.

*Please note that this is not part ofthe essay itself. Think of it as just a fun facts page. ©
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Korean War Essay

There were many wars in the history of the U.S., but one of them, known as the "Forgotten
War", was one of a kind. This war began on June 25 th, 1950. From then to July 17th, 1953,2,419,0 I0
men participated in the war, and of that, 33,741 who gave their lives to fight for their country. Sure,
some of them, if not most ofthem, were drafted, but all were brave, honorable men with hearts made
of steel. These men would need these hearts, as well as perseverance and courage, to fight for our
country in the Korean War.
On June 25 1Jl , 1950, the war commenced and thousands of soldiers boarded ships headed to
Japan, then on to Korea. These men would soon be fighting in the Korean War. They would soon
change the lives of thousands of others, friends and family alike. These men put strenuous effort into
fighting for the rights of others, meanwhile, gaining a respectful name for themselves and our
country. These men fought in rough terrain, witnessed the painful deaths of their fellow comrades
and close friends, and even sacrificed some of their lives in this war. These men are among the many
heroes who guided our country (along with other countries) into freedom and liberty.
Korean War veterans are respected highly, and with great reason. Just the fact that they
fought in a war for our country is enough to deserve thanks and be worthy of gratitude. But these
men have all made our country stronger. They have all proved their allegiance to our country. This
gives us another reason to be proud of our country. They have changed our country by being loyal
Americans, by proving that we all have respect for our country.
These soldiers have all changed my life. They've shown me the great devotion and courage
that they have. They have given me another reason to be proud of my country. They have changed
America by even stepping foot onto the battlefield, by risking everything they had to fighting for us.
Some of them have even taken part in other wars, and they still showed immense courage and
strength. These men are stronger than most, and that's what they've proved to us all.
I would like to show my appreciation for these men in any way that I can because they have
been through the worst, and the least that I can do is thank them. Many went out to fight in this war,

and many of them died, and a lot of them came out injured. But all are equally deserving of our
gratitude, dead or alive. These men changed America. They helped America. They love America, so
they fought for America.

Thank you to all the brave men who fought in the Korean War and all other wars. We are all
extremely thankful. God bless America, and God bless our soldiers.

Elizabeth Teaf
2-25-11

L.A.
Grade 6
Freedom in Our Age

Freedom is not free. Many people have heard that line before. The way some
people perceive it is the way the wars have affected our freedom throughout the years.
The world has definitely changed, and it will either get better or worse in the years to
come.
In past years, there have been at least five wars still spoken about today, including
the Korean War. The war in Iraq and Afghanistan is partially based on freedom. There is
an understanding among people who have a free society that they believe everyone
should.
Freedom is a right we earn. Freedoms, like freedom of speech and freedom of
religion, can sometimes cause negative interactions country to country. Sometimes this
can lead to terrorist attacks, such as Osama bin Laden in 2001 when he attacked the Twin
Towers. Our nation stood in shock as the World Trade Center collapsed in a cloud of
smoke and dust.
Freedom is something everyone should have. Freedom does not mean we can do
whatever we want; it means that we have rules to a certain point that we need to respect.
God calls us to love one another, not to cause conflict between us. We must live out
God's calling always.
We all know that wars will continue to happen. Some might even make it into
your history books. Unfortunately, somewhere there will always be disagreements among
people. We always hope that it ends peacefully, with the rights of people being upheld.

St. Paul's Catholic School
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Grade 6

Our Rights Affected by the Korean War
We as Americans need to learn how to value our freedoms. When we
support other countries in their struggles for liberty and peace, we should be
reminded that America also had to endure endless wars to gain their rights and
freedoms. We didn't receive our liberty by just saying, "We want freedom." One
country we have helped and continue to help is South Korea. The Korean War
Veterans have helped me understand this.
"Freedom isn't free". How many people have to die for a country to gain
freedom? One million, two hundred, thousand brave servicemen had to die in the
Korean War to keep South Korea free. While these men and women were out
there, bullets dashing past their heads, in the cold, freezing weather of Korea,
most Americans were completely unaware that the war was taking place. When
our troops came back from Korea, after three years at war, there were no
welcomes; no pa rades.
As Americans, we need to stop taking everything we have for granted and
start realizing that the freedoms and rights we have are more valuable. The rights
we possess are something everyone else in the world would die for. Our military
puts their lives on the line for our liberty. We don't understand that other people
somewhere else in the world don't have choices. They don't get to choose their
destiny like we do. Their whole life is chosen for them.
The Korean War might not been considered a war won, but South Korea's
shining star of democracy, made the Koreans proud of the Americans who helped
them obtain this liberty. Like the KWV said, a demilitarized zone still stands as a
boundary between North and South Korea. All the bloodshed is over, even though
the war hasn't really ended. The military will continue fight for their freedom and
ours.
We, living in America, need to learn the values of our rights and freedoms.
We need to understand that freedom isn't free; freedom comes at a price,
because every day soldiers give up their lives for our rights. We need to realize
that we have choices, unlike people in other countries where opinions don't
matter. The Korean War concluded in the division of two countries-North Korea
and South Korea. The four Korean War Veterans that came to my school helped
me understand this, t~rough their different stories and explanations of their
experiences.

